Characterization of Ribosomal Binding and Antibacterial Activities Using Two Orthogonal High-Throughput Screens
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We report here the affinity and antibacterial activity of a structurally similar class of neomycin dimers. The affinity of the dimer library for rRNA was established by using a screen that measures the displacement of fluorescein-neomycin (F-neo) probe from RNA. A rapid growth inhibition assay using a single drug concentration was used to examine the antibacterial activity. The structure-activity relationship data were then rapidly analyzed using a two-dimensional ribosomal binding-bacterial inhibition plot analysis.

Aminoglycoside antibiotics are successful chemotherapeutics and have been used as effective, broad-spectrum treatments for a number of life-threatening bacterial diseases. The emergence of antibiotic-resistant bacterial strains associated with common aminoglycosides has challenged the clinical use of these antibiotics (1–4). In response to the emergence of these resistant strains, libraries of modified aminoglycosides are being developed.

Although a number of binding sites have been noted (5–7), the primary site at which neomycin and other aminoglycosides bind is the aminoacyl tRNA recognition region, the A-site, of the ribosome (8–10). Several studies have characterized the antibiotic class of aminoglycosides using a 27-base oligonucleotide that models the Escherichia coli ribosomal A-site (9, 11–13).

We describe here the screening of a library of structurally similar neomycin dimer compounds that vary in class by linker type (Fig. 1). The majority of recent previous studies of new aminoglycoside compounds have focused on low-throughput MIC calculations assuming the mechanism of aminoglycoside action is A-site binding but with no validation of this mechanism. Several of these recent aminoglycoside modifications have been reported that do not provide any information on the binding of compounds to the RNA A-site (14–19), although previous reports by Mobashery and Wong labs have studied RNA binding and antibacterial activity of modified aminoglycosides using low-throughput methods (20–29). In the present study, each compound was screened using high-throughput capable methods for both binding to a model ribosomal A-site and its ability to inhibit bacterial growth of a variety of bacterial strains in order to correlate the model A-site rRNA binding of each compound to the antibacterial activity.

The A-site binding assay used here was recently developed by Watkins et al. (30). This high-throughput fluorescence-based competition assay uses a 27-base RNA model of the ribosomal A-site and a fluorescent reporter molecule, F-neo (Fig. 2a). This assay is capable of measuring the relative binding affinity of a drug library compared to neomycin, and the assay was validated for A-site binding by accurately ranking the relative binding affinities of known aminoglycosides with previously established results. The binding of F-neo to the A-site results in a quenching of the fluorescence of the probe. The displacement of the probe from the model A-site results in an increase in the fluorescence of the probe. The relative binding affinity is associated with the difference in the fluorescence in the absence of the drug and in the presence of the drug. This study represents the first practical application of this assay to a structurally similar class of aminoglycoside library for which no A-site binding data or antibacterial activity data exists.

The neomycin dimer library was screened for antibacterial activity using a single concentration high throughput assay developed by De La Fuente et al. This method has been previously used as an initial antibacterial screening technique in order to identify promising classes of compounds in a small-molecule library (31). We have adapted this screen to be used with our compound library to provide a high-throughput method for identifying compounds with antibacterial activity. In order to verify this single concentration screen as a valid estimate of antibacterial activity, the MIC was determined for each compound.

Finally, we describe a combination of these two screens into a ribosomal binding-bacterial inhibition plot (RB-BIP) analysis, of a compound library of known antibacterial compounds and a neomycin dimer library. Previous work has used compound screening assays and cell-based assays to allow the correlation of mechanism with action within the cell (24, 32–34); however, this RB-BIP data analysis allows the direct cross-correlation of two high-throughput screens to allow for the rapid correlation and interpretation of rRNA binding and antibiotic activity. The analysis allows the compounds to be quickly characterized into four categories, indicating that a drug (i) binds its rRNA target and does not inhibit growth (due to resistance or reduced uptake), (ii) is both effective at binding its target and inhibits growth, (iii) does not bind its target and does not inhibit growth (ineffective compound due to predicted mechanism), or (iv) does not bind its target and inhibits growth. RB-BIP analysis provides rapid insight into the structure-activity relationship (SAR) for the dimer library and may be adaptable to other systems to provide similar information.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and materials. The bacterial strains *Enterobacter cloacae* ATCC 13047, *E. coli* ATCC 25922, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* ATCC 27853, *Serratia marcescens* ATCC 13880, and methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) ATCC 33591 were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA). *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 25923, *Staphylococcus epidermidis* ATCC 12228, and *Streptococcus pyogenes* ATCC 12384 were a generous gift from Tamara McNealy (Clemson University, Clemson, SC). All culture supplies and chemicals were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Compound library. Neomycin sulfate, Hoechst stains 33258 and 33342, ampicillin sodium salt, penicillin G sodium salt, and bacitracin were all obtained from commercial sources. Synthesis of DPA 79 and all triazole-linked dimers has been reported previously by us (35–37). The thiourea linkers DPA 71, DPA 73, DPA 76, DPA 78, and DPA 81 and the urea linkers DPA 72, DPA 74, DPA 75, DPA 77, and DPA 80 were synthesized as previously described for the synthesis of DPA 79 (37), and the characterization details will be reported elsewhere.

Single concentration antibacterial screen. The antibacterial activity of the compound library was assessed by using the eight bacterial strains described above. The screening of the compound library performed here is an adaptation of a turbidometric assay described by De La Fuente et al. (31). Adaptations include the reduction of drug concentration to 5 μg/mL, the Mueller-Hinton II cation-adjusted broth, and individual screening of drugs. In addition, manual pipettes (single channel and multichannel) were used rather than robotic liquid handlers. The *S. pyogenes* screen also included a supplement of 5% (vol/vol) lysed horse blood in accordance with Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute standards (38). Diluent controls, water, and 2% (vol/vol) dimethyl sulfoxide were included on each plate. The turbidity of each sample was measured by recording the optical density at 595 nm of each sample after incubation at 35°C without agitation for 20 h. Growth inhibition was determined as the percent growth subtracted from 100%. The percent growth was calculated as the ratio of the optical densities of cultures in the presence of test compounds versus the optical densities of cultures grown without compound treatment. In cases where treatment appeared to enhance the growth of the culture, inhibition was scored as zero rather than as negative inhibition.

Determination of MIC. Confirmation of single concentration antibacterial screen was determined for neomycin and the dimer compounds by determining the MIC in each of the strains according to the standard broth microdilution method. In short, a serial 2-fold dilution assay was set up in 96-well microtiter plates (38). Wells were inoculated with 10^5 CFU/mL. The CFU/mL was calculated using equation 1 (see reference 39):

$$\text{CFU/mL} = \frac{M}{V}$$

where $M$ is the number of viable bacteria and $V$ is the volume of the sample. Lysed horse blood at a final concentration of 5% (vol/vol) was included for the *S. pyogenes* studies. The 96-well plates were incubated at 35°C without agitation for 20 h. Optical density measurements at 595 nm were recorded after 20 h, and the MIC was determined.

F-neo competitive binding assay. The described compound library was screened using an F-neo (Fig. 2a) competitive binding assay as described in detail by Watkins et al. (30). In short, the displacement assay was performed with each test compound at a 0.3 μM concentration to 0.1 μM F-neo:A-site complex using 100 reads per well at an excitation/emission of 485/535 nm. All experiments were performed in 10 mM MOPS (β-hydroxy-4-morpholinopropanesulfonic acid, 3-morpholino-2-hydroxypropanesulfonic acid; pH 7.0), 50 mM NaCl, and 0.4 mM EDTA. The displacement of F-neo by test compounds was determined from the
increase in fluorescence measured after the addition of the test compound to wells of a 96-well plate containing the F-neo:A-site complex compared to the fluorescence of the F-neo:A-site complex alone (H9004F). The percent binding was calculated from the ratio of the change in fluorescence by the addition of the test compound (H9004Fdrug) with the change in fluorescence by addition of neomycin (H9004Fneomycin) using equation 2:

\[
\text{%binding} = \left( \frac{\Delta F_{\text{drug}}}{\Delta F_{\text{neomycin}}} \right) \times 100
\]  

(2)

The binding affinities of the 20 neomycin dimers and the commercially available compounds neomycin, ampicillin, penicillin, bacitracin, Hoechst 33258, and Hoechst 33342 were calculated as a percentage of neomycin binding in the RB-BIP analysis.

RESULTS

Bacterial growth inhibition assays. The single-concentration (5 μM) growth inhibition screen of neomycin dimers was performed on five neomycin-susceptible strains and three neomycin-resistant strains with the compound library. The average growth inhibition of all neomycin dimers within a linker class indicates that compounds with the thiourea linker are the broadest class of antibiotics within this library (Fig. 3a). The thiourea compounds have an average inhibition of 80% across all neomycin-susceptible strains, S. aureus (ATCC 25923), E. coli, S. marcescens, E. cloacae, and S. epidermidis (S. epidermidis is not shown in Fig. 3). Compounds DPA 73, DPA 78, DPA 79, and DPA 81 of the thiourea linker class all inhibit growth of all susceptible strains by ≳80%, and DPA 71 inhibits the growth of all susceptible strains by ≳40% (Fig. 3b). The outlier within the thiourea class appears to be DPA 76, which only inhibits S. aureus (ATCC 25923) by >40%.

The thiourea linker class compounds of the neomycin library are largely ineffective on the resistant strains S. pyogenes, MRSA, and P. aeruginosa (Fig. 3a and b [the MRSA and P. aeruginosa data are not shown]; data are available in Fig. 5 for all strains [see below]). The inhibition of DPA 78 by 20% is the only measurable inhibition by any of the thiourea compounds of S. pyogenes at 5 μM. No thiourea compounds inhibit the growth of any resistant strain by >30%.

The triazole linker class of neomycin dimers also has broad antibiotic activity across susceptible strains of the bacteria (Fig. 3a). Compound DPA 52 was the most effective compound, inhibiting all neomycin-susceptible strains growth by >50% (Fig. 3c). Compounds DPA 51, DPA 54, and DPA 55 have a somewhat broad range, inhibiting S. aureus (ATCC 25923) and E. cloacae by >60% and E. coli and S. marcescens by ≲40%. Compounds DPA 53, DPA 56, and DPA 65 are the least effective compounds in the triazole class of linkers, significantly inhibiting the growth of S. aureus (ATCC 25923) only.

The triazole linker class is the most effective compound class against the resistant strain S. pyogenes. DPA 60 inhibits the growth of this neomycin-resistant strain by >50%. In addition, DPA 58 inhibits the growth of S. pyogenes by >30%. The triazole linker compounds are the only class of neomycin dimers in the library with multiple compounds that inhibit a resistant strain by >20%, and half of the compounds in the class have measurable inhibition, i.e., >10%, against all resistant strains (Fig. 3c, MRSA and P. aeruginosa data not shown). Data are available in Fig. 5 for all strains (see below).

The neomycin dimers with the urea linker class are the most ineffective compounds across all strains in the library (Fig. 3a). Only two compounds in the urea class inhibit the growth of a
bacterial strain other than S. epidermis, a strain inhibited by all compounds within the library, by 40%. An exception in the urea class of neomycin dimer is DPA 80, which inhibits the growth of all susceptible strains by 80% (Fig. 3d). In fact, if this compound is removed from the average inhibition of the urea class of compounds, no strain has an average inhibition of 25% for the urea class, and most inhibition falls at or below 20%.

The single concentration screen results are confirmed by the MIC using a broth microdilution assay. In order to confirm the screen results, broth microdilution was completed with neomycin and the 20 neomycin dimer compounds using the eight strains included here (Table 1). Initial MIC determinations of small sample of randomly selected dimers with various bacteria strains indicated that compounds inhibiting growth by ≥50% at 5 μM would inhibit growth completely at a concentration of 10 to 15 μM. The single concentration hit, inhibiting growth by ≥50% at 5 μM, was considered a false positive if the MIC is 15 μM. The compound was considered false negative if the MIC was determined to be ≤15 μM and was not determined to be a hit, as defined by bacterial growth inhibition by 50% at 5 μM in the single point screen.

Of the 168 broth microdilution studies completed, 93% (156 studies) of the MIC results confirmed the results found in the single point screen, either the compound inhibited growth by <50% and the MIC was >15 μM or the compound inhibited growth by >50% and the MIC was <15 μM (Fig. 4 and Table 1).

In this comparison of single point screen results and MIC values, only 7% of the MIC values did not confirm the single point screen results. The false positives from the screen appear to be dependent on the cell strain, with four of the nine false positives distributed evenly between the neomycin dimer classes in the E. cloacae strain, two false negatives in S. marcescens, and one false positive in each of E. coli and S. aureus (Table 1, designated by “*”). Only three false negatives occur in the single concentration screen. One occurs in the S. aureus, while the other two false negatives occur in the E. coli strain (Table 1, designated by “†”). In addition, the MIC values of the false negatives within the E. coli strain fall only slightly below the cutoff for the being classified as effective compounds by the MIC.

**F-neo competitive binding screen.** The F-neo displacement assay used here detects the binding ability of a compound to the model ribosomal A-site. The aminoglycoside neomycin binds with high affinity to the model A-site. Neomycin causes a large change in fluorescence (ΔF), due to the displacement of F-neo probe from the model ribosomal A-site (Fig. 2b). Known antibacterial drugs that do not bind to the ribosomal A-site (Hoechst 33258, Hoechst 33342, ampicillin, penicillin, and bacitracin) showed no change in the fluorescence, indicating that they do not bind with a comparable affinity to neomycin to the model RNA A-site (Fig. 2b).

The ΔF due to the displacement of F-neo varied considerably among the neomycin dimers. Neomycin dimer DPA 73 from the thiourea class had a high binding affinity compared to neomycin. Two thiourea dimers, DPA 78 and DPA 79, bind the A-site with 60% neomycin affinity or greater. Compound DPA 71 and DPA 81 bind to the model A-site moderately with <50% of the binding affinity of neomycin. The weakest binding molecule of the thio-
urea class of linkers was DPAs 73, binding with only 10% of the relative binding affinity of neomycin.

The triazole linker class had six compounds—DPA 51, DPA 52, DPA 53, DPA 54, and DPA 65—that bind the A-site with similar or greater affinity compared to neomycin. The remaining three dimers from the triazole class—DPA 56, DPA 58, and DPA 60—bind weakly to the model RNA A-site with <15% of the binding affinity of neomycin.

As a group, the triazole linker class dimers bind the model A-site weakly. However, DPA 80 has an affinity for the model A-site that approaches that of neomycin. Only DPA 74, of the remaining urea dimers—DPA 72, DPA 74, DPA 75, and DPA 77—displaces F-neo from the A-site by >10% relative to neomycin, with close to 34% displacement.

**RB-BIP analysis.** In order to obtain SAR for a structurally similar compound’s ability to bind to the model ribosomal A-site and inhibit bacterial growth, the data from the two previously mentioned screens were plotted on ribosomal binding-bacterial inhibition plots (RB-BIPs; Fig. 4 and 5). RB-BIPs outline the percent ribosomal binding of the compound compared to neomycin on the y axis and the percent bacterial inhibition compared to untreated cultures on the x axis. The RB-BIP can then be divided into quadrants: I, II, III, and IV. Compounds plotted in quadrant I exhibit strong binding to the model ribosomal A-site but weakly inhibit bacterial growth. Compounds plotted in quadrant II display both high binding to the ribosomal A-site and the inhibition of bacterial growth. Quadrant III of the RB-BIP contains compounds with low ribosomal binding and inhibition of bacterial growth. The final quadrant, quadrant IV, shows compounds exhibiting inhibition of bacterial growth with weak binding to the model A-site.

**RB-BIP analysis: validation with known drug controls.** (i) RB-BIP analysis was performed with a standard compound library with known A-site binding affinity on the five neomycin-susceptible strains (Fig. 4). As expected, neomycin graphs into quadrant II, indicating that the inhibition of the neomycin-susceptible strains follow the predicted mechanism of ribosomal A-site binding. The control compounds Hoechst 33258, ampicillin, penicillin, and bacitracin appear in quadrant III in four of the neomycin-susceptible strains. These control compounds have low binding affinity for the ribosomal A-site and limited inhibition of growth in the three Gram-negative bacteria strains and the Gram-positive strain, *S. epidermidis*. The inhibition of growth in *S. aureus* (ATCC 25923) by Hoechst 33258 and bacitracin is also low, since these compounds appear in quadrant III. However, ampicillin and penicillin do inhibit the growth of *S. aureus* (ATCC 25923), as noted by their presence in quadrant IV for this strain. Hoechst 33342 consistently appears in quadrant IV of the RB-BIP. Hoechst 33342 is a known non-A-site binding control but is capable of inhibiting many bacterial strains by an alternate mechanism, as indicated by the presence of Hoechst 33342 in quadrant IV.

(ii) RB-BIP analysis was performed with a standard compound library with known A-site binding affinity on the three neomycin-resistant strains (Fig. 4). As expected, neomycin shifts from quadrant II to quadrant I in the RB-BIP analysis of the neomycin-resistant strains. The established antibiotic compounds that work by alternate mechanisms were more successful against MRSA and *S. pyogenes*, as indicated by their presence in quadrant IV, with Hoechst 33342 and bacitracin inhibiting growth in both strains. Penicillin, ampicillin, and Hoechst 33258 inhibited the growth of *S. pyogenes*. As expected, all compounds were found in either quadrant I or quadrant III in the RB-BIP analysis with *P. aeruginosa* due to the lack of inhibition of growth regardless of the mechanism of action.

**RB-BIP analysis of dimers with neomycin-susceptible strains.** (i) RB-BIP analysis of the neomycin dimer library was performed on three Gram-negative neomycin-susceptible strains: *S. marcescens*, *E. coli*, and *E. cloacae* (Fig. 5). One triazole linker class compound (DPA 52), three thiourea class compounds (DPA 73, DPA 78, and DPA 79), and one urea class compound (DPA 80)
appear in quadrant II, indicating that binding to the ribosomal A-site is the mechanism of growth inhibition by these compounds for in S. marcescens, E. coli, and E. cloacae. In addition to these five compounds, three triazole class dimers—DPA 51, DPA 54, and DPA 55—approach quadrant II from quadrant I. Conversely, the triazole class dimers, DPA 53 and DPA 65, appear more entrenched in quadrant I. The greater inhibition of growth may indicate that DPA 54 and DPA 55 are better candidates for antibiotics than DPA 53 or DPA 65, despite the higher affinity for the ribosomal A-site observed in DPA 53 and DPA 65.

Two thiourea dimers, DPA 71 and DPA 81, appear to be approaching quadrant II from quadrants III and IV in all of the neomycin-susceptible Gram-negative strains, with growth inhibition of >50% in S. marcescens (Fig. 5) and approaching 50% in E. coli and E. cloacae (Fig. 4). Both of these compounds have an A-site binding percentage approaching 50% compared to neomycin.

The least effective compounds in both rRNA binding and inhibition are located exclusively in quadrant III. This quadrant houses four triazole class dimers (DPA 52, DPA 56, DPA 58, and DPA 60), one thiourea compound (DPA 76), and four urea compounds (DPA 72, DPA 74, DPA 75, and DPA 77), which all have low binding affinity for the ribosomal A-site and limited inhibition of growth in these three Gram-negative bacterial strains.

(ii) RB-BIP analysis of the neomycin dimer library was performed on two Gram-positive neomycin-susceptible strains: S. aureus and S. epidermidis (Fig. 5). The neomycin-susceptible Gram-positive bacteria tested here appear to be much more susceptible to the dimer compounds than the neomycin-susceptible Gram-negative strains to A-site binding antibiotics. All compounds within quadrant I of the Gram-negative S. marcescens, E. coli, and E. cloacae shift to quadrant II of the neomycin-susceptible Gram-positive strains. This trend continues with two other thiourea dimers (DPA 71 and DPA 81) which appeared in both quadrants III and IV of the Gram-negative neomycin-susceptible strains and are exclusively in quadrant IV of the Gram-positive neomycin-susceptible strains, indicating that the Gram-positive

![FIG 4 RB-BIP validation comparing F-neo displacement assay and antibacterial screen results using known drug controls. Percent binding is the displacement of F-neo by neomycin. Percent inhibition is the percent inhibition of growth by the compound of interest compared to the untreated cultures in the designated strain. Results for S. marcescens, E. coli, E. cloacae, S. aureus, S. epidermidis, S. pyogenes, MRSA, and P. aeruginosa are shown. Quadrants are indicated by Roman numerals.](http://aac.asm.org/ on July 31, 2017 by guest)
strains are more susceptible to even relatively weak A-site binders. 
*S. epidermidis* was highly susceptible to almost all compounds 
tested either through ribosomal A-site binding compounds (as 
shown in quadrant II) or by binding to an rRNA different from the 
model A-site used here (as shown in quadrant IV). This strain of 
bacteria was the only strain susceptible to inhibition by the poor 
A-site binding neomycin urea-linked dimers DPA 72, DPA 74, 
DPA 75, and DPA 77, which shift to quadrant IV in the 
*S. epider-
midis*.

**RB-BIP neomycin-resistant strains.** RB-BIP analysis of the 
neomycin dimer library was performed on strains resistant to neo-
mycin: *S. pyogenes*, *S. aureus* (MRSA, ATCC 33591), and *P. aerugi-
nosa* (Fig. 5). All compounds that bind to the model ribosomal 
A-site shift from quadrant II to quadrant I, indicating that the 
mechanism of resistance for neomycin is effective in the resistance 
to the dimer compounds that bind to the A-site.

All neomycin dimer compounds that previously inhibited 
growth despite showing poor binding to the model rRNA A-site 
were also unable to significantly inhibit growth of any of the neo-
mycin-resistant strains. However, DPA 60 does approach quad-
rant IV from quadrant III in *S. pyogenes*, indicating that this com-
ound may be useful as an agent against this strain and this activity 
does not likely stem from binding to the model A-site rRNA used 
here.

**DISCUSSION**

**Single concentration bacterial inhibition assay as a rapid esti-
mation of compound efficacy.** A single concentration screen for 
bacterial inhibition studies was adapted from previous work to 
determine a compounds ability to inhibit bacterial growth in a 
rapid high-throughput format. De la Fuente et al. established this 
screen using *P. aeruginosa* and *E. coli* to identify classes of small-
molecule antimicrobials (31). The single concentration of 5 
µM used to estimate the inhibition of a compound was chosen by 
analyzing the effective concentration of neomycin (control) to 
inhibit the growth of the susceptible strains (*S. aureus, S. epider-
midis, E. coli, S. marcescens*, and *E. cloaca*) by >95%.

In order to validate the single point screen as an effective
method for estimating an effective compound for future development, the MIC was determined for each compound examined for each strain. In the single concentration bacterial inhibition screen, a compound was considered a hit if the compound inhibited the growth of the bacterial strain by >50% at 5 μM. Because the MIC curves are nonlinear, the single concentration screen could possibly over- or underestimate the efficacy of the compound. However, the MIC determination of all neomycin dimer compounds within this library across all eight strains included here confirmed the results of the single concentration assay in 93% of the screen.

**Description and construction of RB-BIPs.** High-throughput screening allows for the rapid testing of large compound libraries for target affinity and/or biological effect. Because large amounts of data are obtained rapidly from this screening, a high-throughput method of data analysis should be part of the strategy in library screening. We combined the data analysis of two screening methodologies of target screening for ribosomal A-site binding and antibacterial activity in a variety of bacteria strains into a single two-dimensional plot. RB-BIP analysis allows the interpretation of two separate techniques simultaneously. The analysis is more powerful than the single interpretation alone because it allows correlations to be drawn as to possible cause and effect. Below we identify several observations taken directly from the plots of our data that are useful guides for SAR studies of structurally similar libraries, such as those used here.

**RB-BIP analysis of neomycin dimers.** (i) The mechanisms of inhibition of growth of a strain can be directly correlated with a proposed pharmacodynamic model of binding. The use of quadrants within the plots allows for the rapid interpretation of data showing compounds that inhibit bacterial growth with the binding to the model target ribosomal A-site. In RB-BIP, quadrant II is correlated with A-site binding and inhibition of growth. The presence of neomycin within this quadrant in all strains susceptible to this antibiotic supports this interpretation. In the present analysis, quadrant II is defined as 50% inhibition of growth and 50% A-site binding compared to neomycin. This quadrant acts as the hit window for the screening analysis. Here, the hit window was defined by sectioning the plot at 50% binding and 50% inhibition. Fifty percent was chosen because of the commonality of finding concentrations at which 50% inhibition occurs (i.e., IC_{50}, MIC_{50}, etc.). The size of the quadrant and the number of compounds within the quadrant can be adjusted by changing either parameter of percent growth inhibition or binding, as appropriate for library size, limiting the number of compounds for downstream testing, or minimal needed effect.

(ii) The transition from quadrant II to quadrant I provides insight into the mechanism of resistance from the susceptible strains to the resistant strains. Using RB-BIP analysis, this resistance information is readily available through rapid interpretation of the plots of multiple strains. The same analysis can be used when the transition from quadrant IV to quadrant III is observed with compounds that do not bind to the model A-site rRNA. The RB-BIP analysis provides rapid information on SAR of compounds for binding to a proposed pharmacodynamic model.

(iii) The triazole based linker compounds can be divided into two groups: compounds that bind to A-site and compounds that do not bind to the A-site. Although all of the triazole-linked dimers included here are effective at inhibiting the growth of the Gram-positive neomycin-susceptible strains, the analysis indicates that the binding to the model A-site rRNA may not be the primary binding target. Some of the triazole dimers appear to inhibit growth by binding to the A-site, as indicated by their presence in quadrant II; the other triazole dimers appear to inhibit growth but do not bind to the model A-site, as indicated by their presence in quadrant IV. In addition, only the subset of triazole compounds that bind to the A-site are somewhat effective against the neomycin-susceptible Gram-negative strains. The difference in the compounds appears to be a maximal linker length and the rigidity of the linker introduced by a double bond within the linker. Using the RB-BIP, an obvious difference in the binding and inhibition is apparent when the linker length is extended to include six carbon atoms.

(iv) A-site binding and bacterial inhibition is favored by thiourea linkages over urea linkages. The change from a thiourea linker to a urea linker would appear to be a conservative change. By analyzing the RB-BIP, we found that this change is detrimental to the model A-site binding and bacterial growth inhibition, as shown by a transition from quadrant II to quadrant III in most strains. This finding may not be readily predictable by simple analysis of the compounds, but RB-BIP analysis allows a correlation to be drawn among the change in linker composition, A-site binding, and bacterial growth inhibition.

(v) The importance of the composition of the linker extends beyond the primary functional groups. The presence of DPA 80 in quadrant II identifies this compound as one of the most effective compounds for A-site binding and bacterial inhibition. DPA 80 is chemically similar to the urea-linked compounds, particularly DPA 77, that are ineffective. However, the presence of a sulfide linkage at the end of the linker and/or the extension of the linker by six atoms compared to DPA 77 appears to compensate for the absence of the thiourea groups within the linker. The RB-BIP analysis highlights how this slight modification in linker composition changes this compound’s effectiveness compared to other dimers linked via urea bonds.

In contrast, DPA 76 is chemically similar to the thiourea-linked dimers that are effective, particularly DPA 78. However, DPA 76 only binds weakly to the A-site and only inhibits the growth of E. cloacae and the Gram-positive neomycin-susceptible bacterial strains. The structural difference in the linker of DPA 76 compared to other compounds in this group appears to reduce its ability to inhibit growth in E. coli and S. marcescens and also changes its binding to the model A-site. Further work is under way to investigate the precise role of linker atoms and will be reported in due course.

**Conclusion.** The present study is the first application of a novel, A-site binding assay as a screening method for a group of structurally similar dimer compounds. In addition, the validation and use of an antibacterial screen is also presented using this library of neomycin dimers. This SAR study of the neomycin dimers demonstrates the effect of changes within the linker of the molecule on the activity of the compound. A relatively small change to the composition of the linker results in alterations in both the binding properties and the antibacterial properties of the drug.

Historically, the binding assay is typically treated independently from the bacterial inhibition assay and little direct correlation between the bacterial inhibition and the mechanism of inhibition is established. We linked the screening data of two assays into an RB-BIP using a two-dimensional plot. This treatment of the data gives a rapidly interpretable correlation between antibac-
terial effects and a possible mechanism of action of binding to the proposed model rRNA A-site. The results for our targeted library indicate that the most effective linker class is triazole > thioure a > urea. However, outliers in the thioure a and urea class, DPA 76 and DPA 80, indicate that both linker length and additional functional groups in the linker alone are capable of completely changing the binding to the model rRNA and antibiotic properties of the compound.

RB-BIP analysis brings together the data from both assays into a single plot, so that analysis is rapid and correlations can be drawn quickly. RB-BIP analysis is a two-dimensional first approximation assay that allows for the rapid correlation of a structurally similar set of compound library’s efficacy and mechanism. The value of the analysis could be increased by the addition of other dimensions. The addition of other dimensions, such as cellular uptake and different methods of acquired resistance, could be incorporated directly into the plots as three-dimensional mapping (40) (41). The RB-BIP analysis described here could be adapted and expanded to other forms of analysis for SAR studies of structurally similar compounds where screening methodologies may be in place for the determination of drug potency and proposed inhibition mechanisms.
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